
Whitehouse Light 

FOWEY HARBOUR LEADING LIGHT 

 
ISO WRG 3 sec 11metres 8 miles 

The Harbour commissioners took over the responsibility of the harbour and lights from 1869 and the 
following year they agreed to pay for gas at Whitehouse harbour light from the time of its being relighted. 
This seems to suggest there was some form of light before but the records do not show it.This one was 
probably an oil lamp burning whale oil. 

                             
 
 I.M.Snell was appointed light keeper and was to be paid 2/- per week for lighting and extinguishing light at 
Whitehouse. By the June this had been increased by 6d as he had to get up at 4 a.m. to put it out in summer. 
The Owners of yachts were asked to pay contribution to maintain light as at that time there was no powers 
to charge them dues. 
The gas was 35/- quarter for summer months and 50/- quarter for winter months. In May 1875 the first 

notice to mariners was issued of the red light exhibited every night in Fowey harbour. A new lamp must have 

been installed about this time as it was noted that it was using twice as much gas which seemed to be a big 

concern and a meter was fitter in the September. The commissioners queried the need for a light but were 

informed by the Board of Trade harbour lights compulsory.                    

In January 1877 it was discussed that White house light could not be seen at harbour mouth when a new 

house was to be erected. It was agree to place it at the end of Mr Shadwell’s house facing to sea. The 

commissioners were still dispute the amount of gas being used. This was using quite a lot of their limited 

The type of oil lamp used when the first 

harbour light was established 



funds at the time. It would appear to have got to the stage that the light was extinguished because in April 

1882 Trinity House queried why Whitehouse light has been discontinued. The Board replied due to cost and 

maintenance. They were referred to Merchant Seaman Acts 17 and 18 chapter 104 3 & 4 red lights and 

relight the light. 

In February 1883 the Commissioners offer the Fowey Gas Co 15/- to light and extinguish light to reduce costs. 

It doesn’t appear to have been accepted as a light keeper still tended the light which was recorded as being 

in its new position in March 1883.The costs of providing the light remained an issue and at a public meeting 

held in March 1886 to elect commissioners there were complaints again about the cost of the light. This was 

followed in the November by a complaint about the visibility of light. As a Result the reflector and light were 

cleaned. 

  

In 1887, John Bartholomew's Gazetteer of the British Isles described Fowey light as this: “180 yards W. of 

Whitehouse Point is a fixed light seen 5 miles”  

In the winter of 1887, the small pier at Whitehouse was washed away in a severe storm discussions on 

rebuilding deferred. The light must have been damaged as well and in the January meeting on thee28th 1889 

Mr Brokenshaw called attention being expensive and of little use. Mr Varco proposed and seconded by Mr 

Brokenshaw that it be relocated to better position. In June a letter from Trinity House was received regarding 

the visibility of the light. The Board decided to go out to the Cannis reef on 25th June on tug Countess of 

Jersey with a view to testing value of the light. They were obviously concerned that a better light could be 

provided and wrote to Trinity House requesting that they erect a light at St Catharine’s Point in July 1889.It 

was also agreed to form a lighthouse committee with a view to looking at the best methods of improving 

light. The Committee consisted of W.W.Dingle,Hocken,Dobson. 

In January 1891 Tom Collins appointed to light Whitehouse in place of E.Marshall who had died but he 

resigned in the September and N.Whiting was appointed to replace him in the October 
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At the meeting held in March 1892 a new light house for the harbour light was discussed and it was  agreed 
to accept Chance Bros and Co, Birmingham  recommendation and the Board agreed to the erecting for a cost 
of £135.So began a long relationship with this company who supplied many lighthouse and navigational 
lights around the country. 

CHANCE BROTHERS & CO Birmingham UK. 

From 1851, Chance Brothers became a major lighthouse engineering company, producing optical 

components, machinery, and other equipment for lighthouses around the world. The Company was a 

glassworks originally based in Spon Lane, Smethwick, West Midlands (formerly in Staffordshire), in England. 

It was a leading glass manufacturer and a pioneer of British glassmaking technology. 

 

James Timmins Chance  

The fresnel lens was originally developed for lighthouses; the design enables the construction of lenses of 
large aperture and short focal length without the weight and volume of material which would be required in 
conventional lens design. Compared to earlier lenses, the Fresnel lens is much thinner and can capture more 
oblique light from a light source thus passing more light and allowing lighthouses to be visible over much 
longer distances. 
 

                                            

1: Cross section of a 
spherical Fresnel lens 
 2: Cross section of a 
conventional spherical 
plano-convex lens of 
equivalent power 
 

How a spherical 

Fresnel lens 

collimates light      

Sir James Timmins Chance pioneered placing lighthouse 

lamps inside a cage surrounded by fresnel lenses so as to 

increase the available light output; these cages, known as 

optics, revolutionised lighthouse design. Another important 

innovation from Chance Brothers was the introduction of 

rotating optics, allowing adjacent lighthouses to be 

distinguished from each other by the number of times per 

revolution that the light flashes. 

 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Following the erection of the new harbour light at Whitehouse and its re sighting  4 to 5 ft. seaward in May 
1892, Mr Jacobs requested the  removal of old harbour light on the “Haven” and at about this time a seat 
and shelter were provided at head of slip. Charles Whiting was then appointed as lighter. Some adjustments 
were made including fitting a screen and then the light was inspected by the Commissioners and pilots and 
judged to be satisfactory. In addition the commissioner decided to provide a light for the slipway. 
Notices regarding the establishing of the light were sent out in the August and included 97 UK ports 
January 1893 and the light was not working properly. The board asked Mr.Varcoe, clockmaker of Fowey to 
inspect. He then advised to call in Chance Bros. who inspected the light a while later and advised that the 
problem was that it needed a good cleaning. The Board weren’t happy and gave Mr Whiting, the lamp lighter 
one weeks’ notice. A similar thing happened the following winter and the solution was to use special 
lighthouse oil. This was bought and resulted in the light burning brightly.  

Dioptric Lens Diagram from the book A 

Few Notes on Modern Lighthouse 

Practice, Chance Brothers and Co, 1910. 

Chance Bros. 55mm IOV Lamp, Fully 

Functional the type that may have been 

used in the first Whitehouse light 

 

When originally constructed it would probably 
have looked very similar to that at Looe on the 
Banjo Pier in both design and vintage to that light  
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In 1894 a better screen was erected to throw more light and a shelter over the light was provided resulting in 
the light being declared as one of the best on the south coast. It needed some support however but Mr 
Parnell declines consent to fix stays to Abergarwyd garden. The 1st public urinals at Whitehouse costing £40 
were provided. With a need to ensure proper working Mr R. Varcoe offered to keep clockwork mechanism 
and machinery in good order, oil them once a month with best watch oil for 50/- per year. It’s not clear what 
mechanism there was but the board accepted. The commissioners regularly inspected the light from seaward 
from a tug to ensure that the light was functioning satisfactorily. 
In April 1897 a Capt. Beale was made responsible for both the lighting and the working of the harbour light at 

Whitehouse. He was instructed to obtain small quantity of best vermilion powder and test how good it was 

by painting iron rails. It appeared too expensive and so they continued to use same paint as before.  

(Vermilion is a brilliant red or scarlet pigment originally made from the powdered mineral cinnabar)  

In July 1899 Messrs Watty and Bennett joined the Lights committee which were continuing to look at ways to 

improve the lights for vessels approaching and entering Fowey Harbour. In August 1902 they recommended 

to the Board that a light should be established outside the harbour. It was decided to write to Trinity House 

with regard to moving the harbour light to St. Catherine’s Point and there was also contacted Chance Bros 

and Mr A.E.Cooke the agent for the Rashleigh estate. Plans and specifications were prepared by Mr A. Isbell 

of Fowey together with costings. In September 1904 there was a proposal to change Whitehouse light from 

oil to gas as had been earlier lights. Also in this year the coastguards based at Polruan were to be paid 5/- on 

each occasion that they reported to the light house keeper of a failure to the Whitehouse light and later 

when St. Catherine’s became operative. Capt. E.V.Piper was appointed as assistant Light House keeper in 

anticipation of the new light coming into service and Capt. Beale received a raise in pay to 21/- a week. The 

agents were warned of an increase in harbour dues to shipping by one farthing to cover cost of extra lights 

and cover for them. 

Whitehouse continued to be the main light until the 7th of January 1905 when St. Catherine’s Light House 

was shone for the 1st time. Both were operating on gas and a gas meter was fitted to Whitehouse light as 

well. 

A Varco clock in the Fowey Harbour 

Commissioners Board room 



 

It wasn’t until November 1907 that the hydrographic department complained that wrong light shown on 

admiralty chart and also query whether Whitehouse was changing from flashing to fixed as stated when St. 

Catherine’s installed. Communications were a bit slow. There was a wooden landing at Whitehouse and this 

was removed for dredging in June 1910 then presumably reinstated as there was a record of it being was 

away in 

     

Early pictures of Whitehouse Harbour light with the ferry slip and what became the toilets underneath 

  

Pictures showing the more open light and shaped topmark (now missing) and the quay probably not long 

after completion in 1914. Note no blockhouse on the end of the quay 



The Chart published in 1914 showed Whitehouse light as Lt Occulting, height 35ft and visible for 8 miles. It 

covered an arc from Mundy Rock and the rocks under St. Catherine’s castle to lamp rock on the Polruan side. 

With the advent of war regulations regarding exhibiting lights came into force and in March 1915 a letter was 

received instructing lights to seaward to be extinguished except Light House and harbour lights and riding 

lights. However a year later Whitehouse was reduced to restricted exposure but covered the navigational 

hazard at Punches Rocks. There was also a dispute as to whether the light should be fixed or flashing. 

Between the wars not much changed with the light at Whitehouse .The commissioners made efforts to get 

Trinity House to contribute towards the cost of operating both lights but in September 1934 they finally got a 

refusal as it was laid down in statute that Local light house authorities should pay from them from harbour 

dues. 

In September 1937 the white light on the end of Whitehouse quay was replaced with a fixed red background. 
Trinity House did not with agree the colour change and suggest more electrical power would be better 

further discussion took place and in the October it was agreed to change converting to electric  using a 

1500watt white light flashing twice every 25 seconds. The electric light was cheaper to run so all were happy. 

During the 2nd World war, Whitehouse harbour light was an Occulting Orange light at 12.5 seconds visible for 

8 miles 

In November 1946 Chance Bros discussed turning Whitehouse light into a leading light. It wasn’t until some 

years later that this took place but in September 1952 the Lantern and Whitehouse light were made 

weatherproof. This is the time that the present format of the lighthouse was built. It required a steel frame 

around the base allowing room for staff to access the light and this was clad in oak planks butted together 

and going up underneath the cover already in place. The cone covering it was later replace in 1963 

At this time a new lighthouse committee was formed consisting of S.A.BURLEY, H. CHANDLER, S.COX, 

W.R.GRAHAM, J.H.SAMUEL, J.L.TOYNE, and L.J.LEAN 

Late in 1959 a new light was erected at the end of Whitehouse pier being two red all-round red lights high 

enough to be seen above the pill box erected during the war. 

In 1970 both lighthouses painted. This became a bi annual operation as paints seemed to last less well and 

red paint especially faded.1972 was the year of electricity cuts due to strikes and the operations of both 

lights were effected. Batteries were installed to give back up at St. Catherine’s but only an oil lamp could be 

used at Whitehouse. 

Early in August 1973 Whitehouse light was converted to a 3 sectors light red white green at 20 flashes a 
minute at a cost of £300. It consisted of coloured glass panes being placed either side of a reduced white 
sector. The white sector was the safe area to be in whilst the red sector covered dangerous rocks off St 
Catherine’s Point and Mundy Rocks and the green sector Lamp and Punches rocks on the Polruan shore. 
Shortly after Trinity House then approved the light to be an ISO flashing 1.5 seconds this occasion the 
commissioners used  Stone - Chance Ltd (formerly Stone- Platt ) Sussex Crawley ( they produced four very 
different pieces of equipment – lighthouse equipment, buoys for shipping lanes, air conditioning units and 
electrical switches.) to do the conversion. 
 



 
 
In 1954 or thereabouts Chances Lighthouse business appears to have been acquired by or merged into 
Stone-Chance Ltd, based in Crawley and the Lighthouse Works in Smethwick may have been closed and work 
transferred to Crawley.). 
 
 Everything didn’t go smoothly with the conversion as house owner around Whitehouse reported that the 
light causing interference with TV’s and not flashing correctly in May 1974. Adjustments were made to 
correct the problem and in December 1979 an updated mechanism with reserve bulb was fitted. This was 
followed in February 1983 by the fitting of a photo electric control sensor. In July 1889 the electricity supply 
to the whole of Whitehouse quay failed and it was decided to upgrade and renew once a temporary supply 
to the lights was in place. 
 

   

In June 1993 it was agreed by the Board to install new leading light equipment at Whitehouse. The lantern 

was removed and given a clean up and polish before being installed the Commissioners Board room. 

The original light supplied by Chance 
Bros converted from gas to electricity. 
As the leading light it shone out 
through red white and green glass 
sectors. It was removed to the Harbour 
Commissioners Board Room when the 
new sector light was installed in 1993  
It is on display there today. 

Below the maker plate 

Whitehouse Light with the tug Gribbin 

Head in the background 



     

The new leading light equipment  cosisting ot three separate coloured lights shining through a lense and 

controlled by a timer.The pointers on top ensured it could be lined up to give the correct sectors for the lead 

into the harbour The coloured glass mounted across the hole in the exterior was removed and replaced with 

clear glass to shine through . 

            

Undergoing maintenance and the replacing of wooden outer  in september 2006  



   

Whitehouse quay with the light house and the radar and port survelience unit on the end 

      

Graham Dean, lighthouse keeper with new sector lights  and  Stephen Tabb foreman Shipwright, making final 

adjustments 



    

Three separate lights:- red on the left, white in the centre and green the right one.These are lined up in the 

centre of the channel between St.Catherines and Punches Cross.Ships and vessels entering the harbour 

would line up in the w hite sector until abeam of Polruan Castle ensuring they were clear of rocks and in the 

deep channel. 

     

Whitehouse quay and light seen from a ship                    Viewed from the lead position with the paddling pool 

     

With paddling pool and slip to the old ferry landing            viewed from the Old Grammar School  gardens 



    

Viewed from below coming up from the quay        Built on what is now the toilets  serving the quay and beach 

    

     Viewed from The whitehouse beach access                                The steps up from the ferry landing 



     

   

a view of the lighthouse and tugs before they moved to moorings in Mixtow and from the Esplanade 

  

An aerial view showing the location of Whitehouse leading light and quay in 2010. 

 



 

 

Chart of Fowey Harbour Nos.31 
Showing position of Whitehouse leading light and sectors 

Reproduced by permission of Hydrographic 

office 


